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Abstract
This paper describes 3-D radio channel measurements at the base which combines an RF switched receiver array and a synthetic aperture
technique and allows full 3-D characterization of the channel. Additionally, dual-polarized patch antennas as array elements enable full
determination of the polarization properties of the impinging signals. We describe measurements at over 70 di erent transmitter positions
and three receiver array sites with di erent sectors and antenna heights. Our results show that the received energy is concentrated within
identi able clusters in the azimuth-elevation-delay domain. We demonstrate that the observed propagation mechanisms are mainly determined
by the environment close to the base station. Street canyon propagation dominates also when the receiver array is at or even above rooftop
level with the studied measurement distances. Thus the azimuth spectrum at the BS site is fairly independent of the location of the mobile.
Signal components propagating over the rooftop are often related to re ections from high-rise buildings in the surroundings.
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I. Introduction

Adaptive antennas for second and third generation mobile communication systems have raised signi cant interest
during the last years [1]. Realistic channel models are a prerequisite for performance evaluation of di erent adaptive
antenna solutions and the estimation of the obtainable capacity gain. An introduction to di erent modeling approaches is
given in [2]. Another overview article [3] considers di erent measurement techniques and contains an extensive literature
list. Realistic models require channel measurements to prove their assumptions and to enable appropriate parameter
selection.
This paper describes dual-polarized wideband spatial channel measurements at the base station (BS) site in an urban
environment. We apply a technique that resolves the direction of arrival (DOA) of the incoming waves both in azimuth
and elevation with a delay resolution of 33 ns (full 3-D characterization). Previous characterizations of the mobile radio
channel have focused on azimuth and delay only [4] and [5]. Dual-polarized measurements with a four-element array
were described in [6]. Our measurement scheme combines RF-multiplexing over the physical array with a synthetic
aperture technique, which constructs a virtual planar array structure. The total size of the synthetic aperture was
1658 elements (8  29). Our physical array consisted of 16 dual-polarized patch elements in order to characterize the
polarization of the incoming waves completely.
Wideband 3-D measurements have been performed previously at the mobile station (MS) site at street level [7], [8], [9].
Spatial uplink measurements at the base station (BS) site are especially interesting because rst commercial adaptive
antenna systems will be located at the BS.
The main goal of this paper is to improve understanding of the urban propagation mechanisms and provide information
for channel modeling purposes, in particular by addressing the following questions: Which environments lead to street
canyon dominated propagation? Are there single or multiple DOAs dominating the azimuthal delay power spectrum
(ADPS)? What is the relative importance of near-by or far-re ected components? Do the signal components that are
di racted over the rooftop play a signi cant role?
Section II describes the measurement concept and equipment. In Section III we present the validation of the used
technique. Section IV introduces the measurement environment and Section V shows some sample results. In Section VI
we discuss our classi cation of propagation mechanisms, and nally, Section VII summarizes and concludes this work.
II. Measurement Concept and Equipment

A. General
Measurements of the spatial radio channel require a multi-channel sounder that is able to receive signals from all
array elements coherently. The channel description functions (e.g. impulse responses) can then be calculated by using
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signal samples from di erent sensors which further allows the spatial characterization of the channel (e.g. resolving the
directions of arrival, DOA). But, this multi-channel sounding approach is costly and complex.
A practical alternative is to connect the elements of the array via fast RF-switches to a single-channel sounder. Thus,
sounding is performed sequentially for each sensor. This RF-multiplexing technique becomes feasible when the switching
delays are very short, in the order of some nanoseconds. Spatial measurements using a single receiver with multiplexing
have been reported e.g. in [10] and [11].
The synthetic aperture technique is widely used in spatial channel measurements. The idea is to collect data from
di erent spatial positions using a single receiving antenna. Arbitrary array geometries can be created by prede ning an
array aperture grid and moving a single sensor between these grid points. Another possibility is to move the receiver
antenna with a constant speed and collect sounding periods at xed intervals. The synthetic aperture technique has
been applied to urban macrocell measurements at the BS site [4] and at the MS site [7], [8]. The basic requirement for
this technique is that the channel remains constant during data collection over the whole aperture.
In this work we used a sounding method, combining RF multiplexing of physical array elements and the synthetic
aperture technique.
B. Construction of Synthetic Array
The physical array consisted of 16 dual-polarized patch antennas that were installed above each other on a trolley
with vertical and horizontal orientation of polarization axes. They were arranged in a zig-zag pattern and their spacing
was =2 in both directions. This structure reduced the mutual coupling between the elements because the smallest interelement distance was between the corners of the patches. 3dB beamwidth of elements was 70Æ with both polarisations.
The trolley moved with a constant speed of 0:3 m=s over metallic rails to collect "snapshots" over the physical array
at certain horizontal positions. Each snapshot corresponded to one column in the grid of the synthetic planar structure.
We took the subsequent snapshot when the trolley had moved to the next horizontal position of the grid (distance
between snapshots was =2) and continued until N = 58 snapshots in di erent horizontal positions were taken. Thus,
the physical dimensions of the synthetic aperture were 8  29 wavelengths.
Figure 1 shows the measurement equipment at the microcell site.
C. Wideband Channel Sounder
We used the wideband channel sounder developed at Helsinki University of Technology by the Institute of Radio
Communications (HUT/IRC) [12] with a carrier frequency of 2154 M H z . The RF bandwidth of the system is 100 M H z .
The sounder uses the direct sampling technique, i.e. the samples from the I and Q receiver branches are collected
directly to the memory. The impulse responses are produced by correlating the PN sequence of the transmitter and
received signal samples (collected with oversampling rate of 4) using post-processing. The chip frequency of the system
is 30 M H z . Thus the used m-sequence with a length of 255 leads to the maximum delay of 8:5 s with a resolution of
33 ns. This delay range is adequate in an European urban environment where really high-rise buildings do not exist.
The used RF-multiplexer has a switching delay of 3 ns. Thus, the snapshot collection period over the physical array
was purely de ned by the chip frequency and the code length. The data collection from all of the 16 dual-polarized
elements lasted 1 ms. The uncertainty introduced by the constant movement of the trolley is negligible (the trolley
moves only 1:6  10 4 m = =900 during a snapshot collection period).
The transmitter and the receiver used rubidium standards with long-term phase stability of 2  10 11 as a frequency
reference. The synchronization was checked before and regularly during a measurement session using a line of sight
(LOS) measurement. This guaranteed the phase stability of transmitter and receiver in all measurement positions.
D. Post-Processing of Data
After calculating the impulse responses of all synthetic sensor positions we reorganized the data so that the postprocessing could be performed for a normal planar structure (elimination of the zig-zag shape). The angular response
was resolved from the spatially separated impulse responses by using 2-D Unitary ESPRIT [13], a subspace based superresolution method. The number of antenna elements does not directly in uence the resolution, while it is crucial for the
maximum number of distinguishable waves. A more thorough description of the data evaluation method can be found
in [7] and [8]. In this paper we summarize only the basic principle.
>From the impulse response averaged over all synthetic aperture elements, we selected all delay samples with power
above a threshold value. Depending on the transmitter position, and therefore on the SNR, the dynamic range between
the strongest impulse response peak and the selected threshold value varied between 15-30 dB . Mostly it was above
25 dB . Dynamic range was optimised by visual inspection separately for each transmitter position. For each selected
time instant we estimated L DOAs by 2-D Unitary ESPRIT [13] after 2-D spatial smoothing [14]. Varying L, we
were able to select the optimal number of DOAs, Lopt , by minimizing the so-called data estimation error, D . This
error is de ned as the di erence between the measured received signal and its reconstructed counterpart that is based
on the DOA estimates. >From these DOA values we created the corresponding array steering matrix and performed
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beamforming to estimate the power of impinging waves. The estimation procedure described above was carried out
separately for received vertically and horizontally polarised components. Thus, as the output of post-processing we
obtained for both polarisations the number of incoming waves for each active delay sample followed by the azimuth and
elevation angles, and corresponding powers for each of them.
III. Validation of the Measurement Concept

The basic requirement for synthetic aperture measurements is that the channel does not change during the whole data
collection period. Therefore, the measurements were performed during night with minimum traÆc. The snapshots in
the di erent horizontal positions of the array were taken with intervals of 0:2 s, which leads to a total data collection
period of 14:5 s. Note that this period is short compared to the case when one single antenna is moved manually over the
grid points of the synthetic aperture. Thus, our technique sets less requirements on the coherence time of the channel.
Note also that any possibly moving objects, which might cause re ections, were not in the vicinity of the array.
We tested the e ect of traÆc (moving cars in the vicinity of the transmitter) by taking two independent measurements
at the same TX position
1. without traÆc (TX18/RX3),
2. with and without traÆc (TX10/RX3),
3. with traÆc (TX12/RX3).
Then we evaluated the power in the dominating cluster as explained in Sec. VI-A. Case 1 shows a maximal cluster
power variation of 5% over the consecutive measurements compared to the total received power. Cases 2 and 3 show a
variation of max. 20% of the total power. From these results we can conclude (i) that the repeatability of measurements
is good in the absence of traÆc, whereas (ii) moving objects (e.g. cars) do have an e ect. All our evaluations in the
sequel are based on measurements without traÆc.
We also used LOS measurements with an exactly known transmitter position to validate the accuracy of the concept.
By comparing the estimated azimuth and elevation angles to the geometrically calculated values we were able to ensure
the proper operation of the system during the whole measurement session. The estimated LOS DOAs corresponded to
the real values within an estimation error of less than 1Æ . This error is mainly caused by practical inaccuracies of the
measurement con guration (like wind load on the physical array or rail misalignment). Additionally, considering the
phase variation of the LOS component over the physical and synthetic aperture allowed to check the calibration of the
array and the velocity of the trolley, respectively.
We eliminated the deviation of the pattern of the individual patch elements from omnidirectional after the DOA
estimation step. We multiplied the estimated power of incoming paths by the inverse of the measured antenna pattern
in the corresponding direction. The antenna pattern of the elements is nearly at up to an azimuth angle of 40Æ and
shows a fast drop beyond (gain reduction  4 dB @40Æ ). To guarantee the reliability of the pattern correction, we
discarded any components arriving from outside of the azimuthal range of  60Æ .
IV. Measurement Environment

We carried out the measurements in an urban environment in downtown Helsinki. We used three receiver array sites
(in di erent positions), RX1 below rooftop at the third oor level (hRX = 10 m), RX2 at rooftop level (hRX = 27 m)
and RX3 above rooftop level (hRX = 21 m). The height of other buildings in RX3 measurement sector is rather low, and
thus already hRX of 21 m is enough to raise receiver array above the other rooftops. These receiver positions correspond
to real micro- and macrocell antenna installations in urban environments. Figure 2 shows the map of the area covered
by all RX sites including the transmitter positions.
At the RX1 site the environment is relatively open. In front of the array is the railway station with an open and
at railway yard behind it. The open square (Rautatientori) dominates the environment to the right of the antenna
broadside (see Fig. 3). There is a park behind the rst block on the northern side of the square, which reduces the
number of re ections from that direction. The main entrance of the railway station with large windows is on the street
level about 40Æ left from the antenna broadside and a station tower is directly in front of the array (0Æ ). Our transmitter
was mostly in the narrow street canyons or on the railway yard behind the station building.
A characteristic environmental feature for the second receiver position (RX2) is the broad street (Kaisaniemenkatu)
approaching the receiver from the left with an angle of about 30Æ from broadside (see Fig. 4). The open square in the
vicinity allowed coupling of the energy to this street in most cases. The height of buildings beside and in front of the
array is equal to the antenna height. Only two buildings on the northern side of the square rise slightly above the
environment (Theatre Tower, White Tower, see Fig. 3) and there is a LOS between them and the receiver array. The
transmitter was positioned on the square and in di erent types of street canyons leading to di erent physical propagation
conditions.
The third receiver site (RX3) was on the roof of the Pukeva parking house clearly above the rooftops of the buildings in
the measurement sector. At an angle of about 40Æ to the right of the broadside there is the Lutheran Cathedral towering
clearly above the surroundings (Fig. 5). On the southern side of the cathedral there is an open square (Senate Square)
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without a LOS connection to the base station. The transmitter positions were in di erent types of street canyons and
on the square.
Figure 3 shows the view from the RX1 (microcell) site towards the open square, Fig. 4 from the RX2 site (macrocell)
towards the street and Fig. 5 from the RX3 site (macrocell) towards the cathedral.
The RMS delay spread values, DS, obtained in our measurements are in agreement with values from literature for
urban areas. For the three RX sites mean DS values, averaged over transmitter positions, were 1:27 s, 1:19 s and
0:65 s, and the values ranged between 0.69-2.32 s (RX1), 0.53-2.37 s (RX2) and 0.31-2.04 s (RX3).
The distances between RX and TX sites varied between 100 m and 500 m. Even if the antenna installation of RX2 and
RX3 sites corresponds to macrocells, we were not able to measure propagation distances corresponding to radii of the
biggest urban macrocells. This was due to limitations caused by the measurement system. However, our measurement
distances are in line with many current urban site con gurations. The corresponding angular range of the TX positions,
seen by each RX site, was 45 : : : + 45Æ . The transmitter was always positioned on street level with the antenna height
of 1:5 m corresponding to a normal mobile station. For transmission we used a vertically polarized discone antenna with
omnidirectional pattern in the azimuthal domain (3dB elevation beamwidth 87Æ ).
V. Sample Results

During the measurement campaign we collected data from over 70 di erent transmitter positions. We rst introduce
some sample results. We selected cases where several distinct propagation mechanisms became evident and which are
representative for the whole set. To make the interpretation of the results easier, we grouped the incoming waves
according to their physical propagation routes. We call these groups clusters and identify them in the sample result
gures. If clusters were close to each other in either one of the azimuth, elevation or delay domains, we separated them
if they had di erent propagation routes. The names of the clusters are given in italic in the text and the corresponding
propagation routes are pointed out in the maps and photos. Our sample plots show the sum power of the received
vertically and horizontally polarized components over azimuth, elevation, or delay planes. We selected the delay window
so that the rst incoming waves arrive with small excess delays. Thus, all delay values shown are relative, not absolute.
The darker colors of the contour plots indicate higher received power.
A. RX1 - Array below Rooftop (Microcell)
A.1 Transmitter Position TX11 (RX1)
The transmitter position TX11 (RX1) was located in the street behind the block on the northern side of the 'Rautatientori' square. Figure 6 shows a detailed map of the surroundings of the transmitter and Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 azimuth-elevation
and azimuth-delay planes, respectively. The narrow street canyons on both sides of the theatre building (Fig. 3, Fig. 6)
dominate this propagation scenario. Most waves arrive with low elevation angles from these azimuthal directions (street1
- street2 ). The environment also shows spreading in the delay domain, which corresponds to re ections from the park
(north of the transmitter) and multiple re ections in the street canyons. The objects on the square cause some re ections
and the receiver sees these components, with low elevation angles, in the azimuthal range between 10Æ and 50Æ . We
observe also weak di racted components with high elevation angles from the theatre tower.

A.2 Transmitter Position TX6 (RX1)
The transmitter position TX6 (RX1) was situated in the railway yard near the entrance of the station building.
Figure 9 shows a detailed map of the environment of TX6. Figures 10 and 11 show the received power over elevationdelay and azimuth-elevation planes, respectively. The main entrance of the station with large windows is on the opposite
side of the building. These two entrances are connected by a wide corridor. The rst components in the delay domain
propagate through the building and they are seen at the receiver with a low elevation angle and azimuthal angle of
about 40Æ (station entrance ). These components show short spreading in the delay domain. The propagation over
the roof begins almost simultaneously (over rooftop ). The rst components of this cluster originate over the roof of the
direct path di raction. Also more delayed waves re ected from the objects in the railway yard exist. In addition to the
di raction over the roof we also see a re ected component from the metallic cupola of the station tower (Fig. 3, Fig. 9).
This component (tower ) has a high elevation of 21Æ and it carries a lot of power. Several re ectors exist in the street
canyon below the receiver array and thus we observe delayed components with low elevation angles in the azimuthal
range between 0Æ and 20Æ . These are related to multiple re ections from the street and the wall of the station building
(street canyon ). It might also be possible that some of these waves experience multiple re ections inside the station and
impinge on the receiver through the windows of the building.
A.3 Typical Behavior of RX1 Site
Figure 12 shows the azimuth power spectrum (APS) averaged over all transmitter positions. The same clusters
(street1, street 2, station entrance, over rooftop, and street canyon ) already pointed out in sample results, are also
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evident in this averaged chart. Figure 12 links our contour plots to the more conventional APS representations. As a
typical result, we note that the APS has distinct peaks, irrespective of actual TX position. These peaks can be clearly
attributed to objects in the propagation path.
B. RX2 - Array at Rooftop (Macrocell)
B.1 Transmitter Position TX5 (RX2)
The transmitter position TX5 (RX2) was situated near the north-eastern corner of the open square. Figures 13 and 14
show azimuth-elevation and elevation-delay planes, respectively. The rst signal component arrives from the transmitter
direction di racted over the rooftop (pseudo-LOS ). Only slightly delayed waves arrive from the azimuth angles around
25Æ and 30Æ , which correspond to the re ections from the relatively high buildings on the northern side of the square
(theatre tower and white tower ) (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). The last over-the-roof components are propagated over the
block in front of the array after some re ections on the square and on the roof (chimney stack ). Simultaneously with
these re ections, the rst components from the direction of the 'Kaisaniemenkatu' (street canyon ) begin to arrive. From
this direction we see considerable dispersion in the delay domain because a lot of re ected components arrive from this
azimuthal range. Note that these street canyon guided waves exhibit a strong correlation between elevation and delay.
The signal components arriving with the shortest delays are di ractions from the corners of the street canyon, they show
the lowest elevation. The elevation angle increases as a function of delay, because the later components are re ections
from the objects further away (see Fig. 4). Some of the street canyon propagated components evidently experience local
scattering near the base station, thus they have very low elevation angles of 16Æ (street canyon scattering ).

B.2 Transmitter Position TX28 (RX2)
The TX28 (RX2) position exhibits an interesting special e ect. The transmitter was positioned in the street canyon
of 'Aleksanterinkatu' about 500m southeast from RX2. There is a LOS connection between the transmitter and the
highest building in the surroundings, which rises clearly above the other ones. The top of this building has also a LOS
connection to the RX site (see Fig. 4).
Figures 15 and 16 show the power delay pro le and delay-azimuth plane, respectively. The waves re ected from the
building (Hotel Torni ) arrive about 1:5 s after the rst components and show the strongest power. For the waves
with shorter delays, two di erent propagation mechanisms exist. One component propagates over the rooftop with the
azimuth angle of 45Æ . The relatively high-rising 'World Trade Center, (WTC)' building seems to block all components
in the azimuthal range between 35Æ and 45Æ . The energy of the cluster (WTC corner) originates from a di raction
at the left corner of the WTC building. Another signi cant short delay component is related to the coupling of the
signal energy to the street canyon of 'Keskuskatu'. The signal is observed at the receiver after re ections from the
'Makkaratalo' building (see Fig. 4).
B.3 Typical Behavior for RX2 Site
Figure 17 shows the sum power in the azimuth-elevation plane averaged over all transmitter positions. Remembering
that RX2 position is at rooftop level, it shows a surprising result: independent of the transmitter position the same
propagation mechanism dominates, i.e. we always observed strong signal components from the direction of the streetcanyon. Often re ections from the towers on the northern side of the square appeared as well. Only the relative delays
between these dominating clusters varied with di erent transmitter positions. The dominating clusters (street, white
tower, theatre tower ) are clearly visible in the averaged response of Fig. 17. Over the roof propagation is weak. We
conjecture that the open square reinforces this "tunneling" e ect because it allows coupling of energy to the street
canyon of 'Kaisaniemenkatu' in most transmitter positions. We do not expect this behaviour so pronounced in a pure
'Manhattan grid' environment.
C. RX3 - Array above Rooftop (Macrocell)
C.1 Transmitter position TX3 (RX3)
The transmitter position TX3 (RX3) was situated in the relatively wide street of 'Snellmanninkatu' in the direction of
5Æ to the right from array broadside. The buildings on both sides of this street are relatively high. The two streets parallel
to the array broadside (street1 and street2 ) dominate this propagation environment. Some energy arrives by di raction
over the rooftop, but the components propagating along the street canyon carry considerably stronger power. Note that
also the components propagated over the roof show negative elevation angles due to the receiver position being clearly
above the other buildings. The elevation of the 'Snellmannninkatu' street level is -5Æ . The components propagated
in the cluster street2 arrive slightly later and show shorter spreading in the delay domain than their counterparts in
the cluster street1. The interesting special e ect related to the street2 propagation is the di raction from the edge of
the 'Bank of Finland, (BOF)' building. With the transmitter positions TX2-TX8 we often observed relatively strong
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components from the azimuth angle of 25Æ and in the elevation range between 7Æ and 2Æ , which originate from this
di raction.
The Lutheran Cathedral, especially its metallic cupola, acts as a re ector carrying signi cant components with high
elevation angles. This cluster (cathedral ) shows also some spread in delay, which means that the components have gone
through di erent propagation routes before the nal re ection from the cathedral. We do not show any plots for TX3
because all the e ects discussed here are also present in the averaged response of Fig. 19.
C.2 Typical Behavior for RX3 Site
Figure 18 shows a detailed map of the RX3 environment. Figure 19 demonstrates the typical e ects observed at RX3
site by showing the sum power in the azimuth-elevation plane averaged over the transmitter positions TX2-TX8. The
clusters (street1 ), (street2 ), and (cathedral ) are clearly visible.
The cathedral is a dominating object in this environment and some re ections from it are observed almost always,
independently of the transmitter position. Dominant re ectors act as pseudo signal sources carrying waves with di erent
delays to the receiver. This e ect was especially pronounced when the transmitter was on the square (on the southern
side of the cathedral). The geometrically shortest path between TX and RX does not necessarily occur at all.
VI. Classification of Propagation Mechanisms

Our sample results (Ch. V) showed some dominant, well identi able clusters in the azimuth-elevation-delay domain
that were present at all transmitter positions. The high resolution of our measurement and post-processing techniques
allows the identi cation of the position of the nal re ection or di raction. The delay, in combination with street maps,
gives clues to whether the waves undergone simple or multiple bounces on their travel from transmitter to receiver. Based
on this information we were able to allocate each cluster to a certain propagation class. Also, quantitative assessment
of the relative importance of di erent propagation mechanisms becomes possible. In the analysis, we used the following
three propagation classes :
 Street-guided propagation (Class 1) : The waves arrive the receiver from the street-level. Typically clusters arriving
from the square (RX1) or from the direction of the street canyons (RX2, RX3) belong to this class.
 Direct propagation - over the rooftop (Class 2) : The clusters of this class have high elevation angles. The energy
is typically arriving from the direction of the transmitter with some spreading in azimuth and delay domains. These
clusters are present e.g. in transmitter positions TX3-TX7 (RX1) and TX10-TX20 (RX3).
 Scattering from high-rise objects - over the rooftop (Class 3) : All clusters that are received over the rooftop after
re ection from clearly identi able high-rise objects belong to this class. Typically e.g. the towers of the railway station
(RX1), theatre (RX2) and cathedral (RX3) act as such objects.
In case that the history of some waves is a mixture of di erent propagation classes (e.g. over the rooftop di raction
preceding propagation in the street canyon), we allocate such clusters to their last class (to the class street guided in
our example). Note that unambiguous identi cation of the complete history of waves would require double-directional
measurements [15].
A. De nition of cluster powers
We calculated the power carried in each cluster and averaged these cluster powers for each propagation class by
using the following procedure. For each transmitter position we determined azimuth elevation delay power spectrum
(AEDPS) and plotted three sections in the azimuth-elevation, azimuth-delay and elevation-delay planes. We showed
some results of this analysis in Ch. V (Sample Results). By visual inspection we de ned cluster borders in all three
domains (azimuth, elevation and delay). Having these cluster de nitions available, we summed up the power of all
waves within these borders. In the delay domain we selected only such impulse response taps that carried signi cant
power above the selected threshold. They are the same taps as used in the DOA estimation with 2-D Unitary ESPRIT
(Ch. II-D). We obtained the cluster powers for vertical and horizontal polarizations separately.
The accuracy of our clustering procedure was veri ed by comparing the sum of the cluster powers and the total
received power over the whole considered angular range for each transmitter position. These values t very well; for 80%
of the transmitter positions the di erence was less than 1:5 dB . This guaranteed that the power impinging from outside
our identi ed clusters is negligible. Furthermore this demonstrates that the received power is strongly concentrated in
the identi ed clusters.
B. Relative Class Powers
To quantitatively assess the relative importance of propagation mechanisms, we summed up the powers of the clusters
belonging to each propagation class and compared these values to the total received power. Table I shows these relative
class powers for each receiver site separately for vertical and horizontal polarizations. Values are averaged over all
transmitter positions of each RX site. At RX1 and RX2 sites, Class 1 (street-guided propagation ) dominates with over
90% of the total power. Especially the 'Kaisaniemenkatu' street aperture delivers more than 95% of the power (RX2).
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RX

Class

1

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

2
3

Pclass =Ptot

[H pol.]
96.5%
2.4%
1.1%
93.5%
4.0%
2.5%
46.7%
37.2%
16.0%

Pclass =Ptot

[V pol.]
95.7%
3.8%
0.4%
97.2%
2.7%
0.1%
78.0%
12.8%
9.2%

TABLE I
Averaged Class Powers of RX1, RX2, and RX3

Propagation over the rooftop (Class 2 and 3) does not play a signi cant role for RX1 and RX2. At the RX3 site (which
is above the rooftop level) the power of Class 1 reduces to 75%, while Class 2 and Class 3 powers rise accordingly. Class 3
power consists almost completely of re ections from the Lutheran Cathedral. Without the cathedral, the power of these
clusters would have decreased to almost zero.
C. Polarization
Comparing the received cluster powers in both polarizations we directly obtain the cross-polarization discrimination
(XPD) for the vertically polarized transmitted signal. XPD values were calculated for each cluster carrying received
power levels clearly above noise oor with both polarizations. Figure 20 shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the clusters' XPD values. The mean XPD value over all clusters was 8:0 dB . The shape of the CDF demonstrates that the co-polarized vertically received component dominates in the urban environment. A similar result was
reported in [16] where di erent antenna con gurations were compared.
An interesting depolarization e ect was observed from strong specular re ections o round metallic objects (cupolas
of the cathedral (RX3) and the station tower (RX1)). Such re ected components showed low or even negative XPD
values { the mean XPD for such re ections was 1:7 dB . In other words, the received cross-polarized components were
signi cantly stronger than in the case of multiple re ections or di raction. RX3-CDF of Fig. 20, where the probability
of values less than 0 dB is signi cantly higher than for other RX sites, demonstrates this e ect. The more detailed
investigations of this interesting behavior are outside of the scope of the current paper and we will leave them as a topic
for further work.
VII. Summary and Conclusions

Our results show that the energy arrives to the base station from identi able clusters in the azimuth, elevation and
delay domains. These clusters correspond to di erent physical propagation routes and mechanisms, such as street-guided
propagation with multiple re ections from the street canyon walls or single re ections from dominant objects. Grouping
of these clusters to propagation classes allows a quantitative analysis of the propagation mechanisms for di erent receiver
array installations. Our classi cation into three classes (street-guided propagation (Class 1), direct propagation - over
the rooftop (Class 2) and Scattering from high-rise objects - over the rooftop (Class 3) ) is comprehensive { we were able
to allocate each of our clusters to one of these three classes.
The propagation scenario is determined by the environment seen by the base station. Street canyons that are essentially
parallel to array broadside guide the waves to the BS. The main part of the energy was always received from the direction
of a street aperture, independently of the position of the transmitter. This is true even if the receiver array is above
rooftop level.
For the studied measurement distances (100 500 m), the street-guided propagation clearly dominates over propagation
over the building roofs. When the receiver was below or at the rooftop level (RX1, RX2), up to 97% of the total received
power belonged to propagation class street-guided propagation. But also when the receiver was above the rooftop
(RX3), the street canyons carried the strongest power (street-guided propagation  70% of energy). Directly di racted
components, arriving with the shortest delays from the transmitter direction, were mostly weak and for many transmitter
positions they did not appear at all.
Buildings rising above the average rooftop level typically act as re ectors or scatterers. Note that this was the case
also in our relatively at environment where real skyscrapers do not exist. Their e ect is strongest if they have a LOS
both to the transmitter and the receiver. Often such a dominant re ector acts like a pseudo signal source carrying
waves with di erent delays to the receiver. Such components may have a di erent propagation history before the nal
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re ection from a dominant object. Their power is typically small compared to the total received power. Our results
show that at most 9% of the power is carried by this propagation class.
We demonstrated the strong dependence between the environment seen by the base station and the propagation
mechanisms in the typical urban environment. An accurate prediction of signal strength and quality at a speci c base
station site evidently requires advanced ray-tracing based simulation tools incorporating a building database with height
information. The prediction of the signal and propagation routes will become even more important in the future, when
network planning will be carried out for adaptive antenna base stations. The data set collected by our 3-D measurements
would allow eÆcient evaluation and testing of such ray tracing tools.
What are the consequences for adaptive antennas? We comment on separate issues. First, we demonstrated that the
received power is strongly concentrated in narrow azimuth and elevation ranges (clusters) in this urban environment, in
contrast to the notion of widely spread angles of incidence. This nding is a prerequisite for adaptive antenna systems
based on DOA estimation. On the other hand, the site selection for adaptive antenna base stations requires careful
considerations so that interference suppression becomes possible. Positioning an adaptive array in front of a street
aperture would be a poor choice in this sense. Radio resource allocation algorithms have to ensure that co-channel
users are angularly well separated. But, note that the distance between transmitter and receiver was at most 500 m
in our measurements. With larger distances the impinging energy might be more concentrated to the direction of the
transmitter due to propagation over roofs. This might improve interference suppression capability of adaptive antennas,
especially with TDMA systems.
The results of our measurement campaign will also assist the parametrization of directional channel models. We have
already contributed to the work carried out in the framework of the European COST 259 Action [17].
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Fig. 1. Measurement equipment
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Fig. 6. TX11 (RX1): Detailed map
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Fig. 9. TX6 (RX1): Detailed map
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Fig. 18. TX2-8 (RX3): Detailed map
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